
Smart Yacht Solutions

SMARTBULWARK



Stainless steel
hinge

Stainless steel
lock

Materials and finishes

Benefits

Smart Bulwark is made of aluminum alloy. This 
material is paintable in any color with the specifical 
paintures dedicated. The spider hinge opening to 
180° and the lever lock are made in stainless steel 
AISI316 with mirror polished finish.

Size-printed
compartment

Optimization of
set-up times

Easy door
adjustment

Custom
design

Smart Bulwark can 
be installed on 
compartments
specially
molded

Smart Bulwark 
allows
a considerable
reduction of
installation times on
board

The easy door
adjustment
guarantees the door
alignment with
surface and a
constant perimetral
gap

In addition to the
standard measures,
Smart Bulwark can be
customized on
request

SMART BULWARK
Smart Bulwark is a revolutionary bulwark caracterized by an extreme

ease of installation. This pre-assembled kit simplifies and quickens

the assembling operations on board. Smart Bulwark is designed to be

applied on fiberglass Yacht; installation on frames considerably redu-

ces the installation times and avoids the overlapping of workforce on

board during the final setting up. The external appearance of Smart

Bulwark is caracterized by a single perimetral gap. Moreover, this parti-

cular kind of assembly may compensate the application of planar filler on 

the bulwark. Assembly doesn't require any special preparation activities 

on board. It suffice to create the compartment, defined by a template, in 

order to have the exact match of the external perimetral gap.

ANY PAINTED FINISH



How does it work

Compartment
realization

Template
realization

Template check

Finish of perimetral
frame

Bulwark installation Ready to use

Finishing of the compartment 
previously filled.

The foreseen preparation 
simplifies the Bulwark 
installation; this operation 
involves the removing of door 
for grouting, painting and its 
subsequent reassembly.

Smart Bulwark is ready to use

The shipyard realizes the
compartment during hull a 
lamination

By the use of template the exact size of 
compartment is checked and verifyed

Where necessary, it is possible to
create a template to define the
exact size of compartment
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Features
Handle in stainless steel



Optional

And also
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Lock in open position Led stripes configuration

It is possible to supply accessories such as the hinges kit and the closing system kit on request. Our technical 
department is available to define the interface in the fiberglass support of shipyard.


